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If A is a semiring and X is an A-module one can canonically construct a 
structure Q whose elements are “formal sums” a + x, where a E A, x E X; 
addition in Q is given by (a + x) + (a’ + x’) = (a + a’) + (x + x’) while 
multiplication in Q is given by (a + x) . (a’ + x’) = aa’ + (ax’ + x). The 
notion “quemiring” arises by axiomatizing the structures isomorphic to the 
Q’s which arise in this way. 
In similar fashion one can construct an extension M of Q whose elements 
sre “formal sums” a + x, where a is a rectangular matrix, say n x p, whose 
entries are in A and x = (xi, x2 ,..., xs), where xi d X; addition and multi- 
plication in M are given by the formulas above. The notion “matricial theory” 
arises by axiomatizing the structures isomorphic to the M’s which arise in 
this way. More precisely, there are three categories involved: B (semiring- 
module pairs), 2 (quemirings) and d(matricia1 theories) and they are equival- 
ent. Still a fourth closely related equivalent category (matrix theory-algebra 
pairs) is formulated. As a special case of these constructions, we obtain the 
equivalence of the category of semirings with the category of “matrix theories.” 
Our interest in matricial theories stems from the fact that all the algebraic 
theories (in the sense of Lawvere) which have arisen in our studies of automata 
and computation are subtheories of matricial theories. In particular, free 
theories are such (cf. Sect. 13). Our interest in the other categories mentioned 
stems from their relationship to A’. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
If A is a semiring and X is an A-module one can canonically construct 
a structure Q whose elements are “formal sums” a + x, where a E A, x E X; 
addition in Q is given by (a + x) + (a’ + x’) = (a + a’) + (x + x’) while 
multiplication in Q is given by 
(a + x) * (a’ + x’) = au’ + (ux’ + x). 
The notion “quemiring” arises by axiomatizing the structure isomorphic 
to the Q’s which arise in this way. 
In similar fashion one can construct an extension M of Q whose elements 
are “formal sums” a + x, where a is a rectangular matrix, say n x p, whose 
entries are in A and x = (xi, xa ,..., x,J, where xi E X, addition and multi- 
plication in M are given by the formulas above. The notion “matricial 
theory” arises by axiomatizing the structures isomorphic to the M’s which 
arise in this way. More precisely, there are three categories involved: 
B(semiring-module pairs), 9(quemirings) and ,&(matricial theories) and 
they are equivalent. Still a fourth closely related equivalent category (matrix 
theory-algebra pairs) is formulated. As a special case of these constructions, 
we obtain the equivalence of the category of semirings with the category of 
“matrix theories.” 
Our interest in matricial theories stems from the fact that all the algebraic 
theories (in the sense of Lawvere) which have arisen in our studies of 
automata and computation are subtheories of matricial theories. In particular, 
free theories are such (cf. Sect. 13). Our interest in the other categories 
mentioned stems from their relationship to J&?. 
Notation. If A -4 B -+ C are morphisms in a category, we write their 
composition as A -+fQ C, fg: A 4 C, A -f B -+ Q C or simply fg. 
2. ALGEBRAIC THEORIES 
Let [n] = (I, 2,..., n}, where n is a nonnegative integer so that [0] = 0, 
[l] = {l}, [2] = {1,2}, etc. 
By an algebraic theory T we mean a (small) category whose objects are [0], 
m, PI,..., which, in addition, for each II EN has distinguished morphisms 
1, 2,..., n : [l] + [n] satisfying 
given any family {fi} of (scalar) morphisms 
fi : VI - [p], i E [n], there is a unique (vector) morphism 
f = (fi 9 fi yf& [;I - [p] such that if = fi , (2.1) 
i.e., fi : [I] - [n] - [p], for each i. 
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The operation described by (2.1) is called source-tuppling. It operates on n 
scalar morphisms (with the same target) to produce one vector morphism 
(with that same target) whose ith component is the ith scalar morphism. In 
the case n = 0, (2.1) asserts (for each p) there is a unique morphism 0, : 
[0] -+ [p]. For each pair n, p source-tupling is bijective. 
This notion (in essence) was introduced in [6]. Our treatment follows 
[2,4], where several examples of algebraic theories are given. 
Given morphisms fi : [nil + [p], i E [2], in an algebraic theory T, we 
define the source-pairing of {fi}ie[zl to be the morphism f  = (fi , fi) : 
[n, + na] + [p] whose irth component ii E [n,] is the iith component of fi 
and (n, + ia)th component iz E [na] is the iath component of fi . One readily 
verifies 
((fi 3 f*), f3) = (fi 9 (fi 9 f3))Y where f3 : IhI -+ [PI, (2.4 
(0, P f) = f  = (f, %A P-3) 
(fi 9 f2)g = (f,g, fzg), where g: [PI -+ kl, (2.4) 
%f = %I, where n = n1 + n2 . (2.5) 
By virtue of (2.2) an y meaningful way of parenthesizing (fi , fi ,..., fn) 
yields the same morphism and so the source-tupling of scalar morphisms may 
be extended to source-tupling of vector morphisms. 
Let K: [n,] --+ [n, + n2] be the inclusion morphism, i.e., the morphism 
whose iith component, ii E [n,], is the distinguished morphism [I] -A 
[ni + n,] and let A: [nz] --+ [nl + n,] be th e t ranslated inclusion morphism, 
i.e., the morphism whose iath component, ia E [n,], is the distinguished 
morphism [l] -+%+i z [n, + nz]. If n2 = 0, then K is the identity. Similarly, 
if n, = 0, then X is the identity. 
The morphism (f, , fa) may now be characterized as the 
unique morphism satisfying K(fl , fi) = fi , h(f, ,bL) = fi . 
(2.6) 
Given morphisms gi : [nil -+ [pi], i E [2], we can now define 
gl@ g2 = (m g24 : bl + n21 + IA + p21. (2.7) 
It then follows that 
00,~ 0 On.0 = On,, = CL.0 0 O,,, , f  0 0, =f = 0, 0 f  for [n] fc [ p]. 
(1, @ 0,) = K: [n] ---+ [n +p], where 1, : [n] - [n] is the identity. (2.8) 
(072 0 1,) = A: [PI - [n + PI. 
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One may verify 
kl Og3) og3 = A?1 0 k3 Og3h where [n3] s [p3], (2. 
(gl 0 g3Pl 0 &J = (& 0 g&h where hl- hi [&I, iG [2], (2.10) 
(e, 0 e&f1 , h) = (elfi , e,fJ, where [A -2 hl, i E [2]. (2.11) 
3. POINTED ALGEBRAIC THEORIES 
By a pointed algebraic theory T, we mean an algebraic theory together with 
a drstinguished morphism [I] +O [O]. For each n, p > 0 there is a unique 
morphism [n] -+ [p] which has as left factor, viz., 
In particular, O,,, 
and, in particular, 
ZzE 
11 
0 R.1) : bl - 
,izxxz solo,_ [pl. 
0,) O,,, = 0. We note 
on,, : hl 2!E- [PI -5 [!?I 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The subscripts on 0 will frequently be omitted. 
In any pointed algebraic theory T, we define 
UT = @I 2 [PI If0 = 01. 
Note that despite the ambiguity due to omission of subscripts on 0 that 
TT is well defined. 
The category To of pointed algebraic theories has as its objects pointed 
algebraic theories. A morphism T -+ T’ in Y. is a morphism between 
algebraic theories which, in addition, preserves the “point” [l] -+O [O] 
(cf. Sect. 7, for greater detail). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If T is a pointed algebraic theory, then Tfj contains 
the morphisms O,,, for each n, p, Ty contains the distinguished morphkms 
[I] 4 [n], i E [n], and Tl is closed under composition and source-pairing. 
Moreooer, [I] +O [0] is the only morphism [l] + [0] in Tq. 
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Proof. Let [p] --+g [q] and suppose f ,  g in Tq. Then (fg)O = f  (g0) = 
f  0 = 0 so that fg is in TB. Letting fi : [nil --+ [p] be in Ta for i E [2], we have 
(fl ,fdO = (fiOjf20) by ~4)~ 
= (0, 0) by hypothesis, 
= 0 by (3.4). 
Finally, suppose [I] --+c [0] is in Ty, i.e., CO = 0. Then c = CO,,, = Or,, 
by supposition. [7 
By virtue of Proposition 3.1, Ty becomes a subtheory of T. In fact, the 
family of inclusion functions Ty + T one for each pair II, p is a morphism 
in Y0 . 
For use in subsequent sections, we define in a pointed algebraic theory 
T, i-l: [p] + [I], where i E [p], as the unique morphism which satisfies 
j-1 = 1: [l] - PI9 
(3.5) 
G-1 = 0: [l] - PI if i # i, where [l] 2 [p]. 
A 
Thus, i-’ = (0, 0 ,..., l,..., 0), the 1 occurring in the jth position. 
4. MATRIX THEORIES 
By a matrix theory T we mean a pointed algebraic theory which satisfies 
given any family {f$} of morphisms fj : [n] -----f [l], in [p], 
there is a unique morphism f  = (fi , fi ,..., f,): [n] - [PI (4.1) 
such that fi-l = fj for each j, i.e., fj : [n] ---L [p] j-‘_ [l]. 
The operation described by (4.1) . 1s called target-tupling; it is dual to 
source-tupling of scalar morphisms. In the case p = 0, (4.1) asserts (for 
each n) there is a unique morphism O,,, : [n] + [O]. Thus, for a matrix 
theory T, we have T = TT. 
A matrix theory may be briefly (and symmetrically) described as a (small) 
category whose objects are [0], [I], [2],... which satisfies: [n] is a biproduct of 
[l] with itself 7~ times. (For definition of biproduct see [I].) 
Given f: [n] -+ [p], g: [n] -+ [q] in a matrix theory, we define the target 
pairing (f, g) : [n] -+ [p + q] by the requirement 
(fl .k?>i-’ = fi-’ for i E [PI, 
(f, g)(p + Y-l = gk-l for KE[q]. 
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The operation described by (4.1) is “dual” to the operation described 
by (2.1). By virtue of this duality we have corresponding to (2.2)-(2.6), 
respectively, 
<fi 3f2hf3) = <fi 9 (fi ,fS> where fj : [n] ---+ CPA j E 131, (4.2) 
<O%O 7 f> = f  = <f> %*O~ where [n] --+ f [PI, (4.3) 
f  65 9 &> = <fg1 7 fg2h where [n] % klil > ie PI, (4.4) 
fhl = &LO ? (4.5) 
the morphism (f, g> may be characterized as the unique morphism 
satisfying 
<f, g> u, 0 QLO) = f? <f, g> &A 0 1,) = g* (4.6) 
Corresponding to (2.11) we obtain 
<f, gXf ’ 0 g’) = <I?‘, &> where [PI f’, [p’l, M A-+ WI. (4.7) 
Proof. By (4.6), it suffices to show right-multiplication of the left-hand 
member by (1 p’ @ O,,,,) and by (O,*,, @ lg*), respectively, yields f f ’  and gg’. 
We calculate 
<f> g> (f’ Ok!‘)b 0 Od) 
= Cf, g> (f’ 0 %lJ by (2.10) and (4.5), 
= <fY g> (LO Qdf CD %ll) by WO), 
= Cf9 g> (LO 4.o)f’ by CW, 
=jf’ by (4.6). 
The other calculation is similar. q 
We now note that every morphism [n] -+ [p] in a matrix theory T may 
be represented by a matrix of morphisms [l] -+*j [l] in T. 
Given any family {ai3}, a,$ : [I] -+ [l] in the matrix 
theory T, i E [n], j E [PI, there is a unique morphism (4.8) 
a: [n] + [p] in T such that aij = iaj-l. 
Proof uniqueness. Suppose a’: [n] -+ [p] and iaj-l = ia’j-l for each i, j. 
Then, for eachj, aj-l = a’j-l by (2.1) and a = a’ by (4.1). 
Existence. Let ai = (ai1 , ai ,..., ai,> : [l] + [p] for each i. Let a = 
a2 ,..., a,) : [n] + [p]. Then iaj-l = ai j-l = aii , again by (2.1) and 
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Notice that the correspondence a H {uii} is a bijection between the set 
of morphisms [n] -+ [p] and the set of n x p matrices whose entries are 
morphisms [l] -+ [l]. We note in Section 6 (after + is defined), in a broader 
context, that if [p] --tb [CJ] in T, then 
iub-1 = a,,b,j + Ui2b,j + ‘.. + qpb,j ; 
i.e., composition of morphisms corresponds to ordinary multiplication 
of matrices. 
5. ADDITION IN MATRIX THEORY EXTENSION 
Let T be a pointed algebraic theory and let TT be a matrix theory. Given 
[n] --+*~ [p] in T, we define [n] +a+s [p] in T by 
Q! + B = <L? LX% B). (5.1) 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let T be a pointed algebraic theory and let TT/ be a 
matrix theory. For each n, p, the set of morphisms [n] + [p] in T forms a com- 
mutative monoid with respect to addition. 
Proof. Given [n] +ol*O.y [p] in T. Note first that by (4.7) and (4.2) 
we have 
Note next 
(a + B) + y = &I, 1,x&& 9 LX% B>Y r> by definition, 
= (198, L>(<L > 1,) 0 LX% 8>, A by Wl), 
= a, 1,x1, 0 cl,, l,m (B, a by (5.2) and (2.2), 
= (1, , LX% (1TaY MB, A> by Wl>, 
= a+ (B + Y) by definition. 
In order to establish commutativity define [2n] +n [2n] by the require- 
ments (ln@On)7r=0,@1,, (O,@l,)rr=l,@O,. Then r and the 
following morphisms are in TT and 
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We verify the first equality. The second is similar. Recall 0, = O,,, . It is 
sufficient to show that multiplication on the left by inclusion 1, @ 0, and 
by translated inclusion 0, @ 1, yields the same morphism. 
(LO w 4, 0 %A> = (%O wn 0 LJ by definition of rr, 
= 0, 0 ~,,cl by (2.W 
= on,, 0 on by P-8), 
= (172 0 wK4l,, 0 1,) by WO), 
(0, 0 1,) 4LO %,,> = (LO RJ(L 0 LJ by definition of n, 
= l,@O, by (2.10), 
= O,@ 1, by (2.8), 
= (%a 0 LNL, 0 1,) by WO), 
and the first equality is verified. 
<Lb, 1,)~ = (192, 1,). (5.4) 
It is sufficient to show that multiplying on the right by the “projections” 
(172 7 %O)> (%, 9 1,) yields the same morphism, viz, 1, : 
(La? La> 4, > O,,,) = (1, > Lmwl~ 1,) by (5.3), 
= 1, by definition of target pairing. 
Similarly (1, , 1,) r(O,,a , 1,) = 1, and (5.4) is established. 
Proof. 
Jc+, B) = A(% B) = B 
ATr(a, j3) = I+, p) = (Y 
and so (5.5) follows. 
Finally 
by definition of r and (2.6), 
by definition of rr and (2.6); 
We now show 0 is neutral with respect to +. 
a + 0 = <L 3 LX% 0) = (La, LXL , O)a by (2.4), 
=I ,oI=a by definition of target pairing. q 
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While the right distributive law (mult over +) holds in T, the left distribu- 
tive law holds only when suitably restricted. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let T be a pointed algebraic theory and let TB be a 
matrix theory. Then 
a: [n] - [p] in Ta and [p] L [q] in T implies a@ + 7) = a/3 + ay, (5.6) 
if [n] D.B [p] in T and [p] 2 [ql in T, then (a + B) Y = a~ + BY. (5.7) 
[n] 5 [pi] in Ta and [pi] -% [qil in T,~E 121 implies<a,, a&G ,&) 
= aA% + aA . (5.8) 
Proof. of (5.6). 
by definition of +, 
= (On, L>(a 0 a>)(B, Y) by (4.4) and (4.7) 
= (1, p LA@ CD a>(B, Y)) 
= (1, , 1,X4% ar> by (2.1 l), 
= 43 + ay by definition of +. 
PYOOf of (5.7). 
(a + P)Y = ((1, T LX% mr by definition of +, 
= (178, L>((% PM 
= on9 ~&% P-Y) by (2.41, 
= 9 + PY by definition of +. 
Proof of (5.8). 
(a, , a&G , AJ = CL, L>(al 0 adPI , A) by (4.71, 
= <L y L>(alPl~ a& by (2.11), 
= aIf4 + 4% by definition of +. q 
6. MATRICIAL THEORIES AND QUEMIRINGS 
By a matricial theory M we mean a pointed algebraic theory such that 
(6.1) MB is a matrix theory, 
each [a] - u% [PI in M is uniquely expressible as 01 = CX~ + 010, 
where [n] - [p] is in My. 
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We obtain immediately for a matricial theory M: 
Given families (Q}, {xi}, where [I] 2 [l] is in MT, [l] -% [0], 
i E [n], j E [p], there is a unique morphism [n] 2 [ p] satisfying 
a = a + x0, , a in Ma, OIO,,, = x, iaj-l = aij , ix = xi. q (6.3) 
Clearly in (6.3), ~~ = a and c10,,, = x0,. 
The following theorem expresses multiplication of two morphisms in M 
in terms of addition and multiplication of morphisms [l] -+ [l] and [l] -+ [O]. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let [p] -+B [q] be in the matricial theory M. Then 
(6.4) 
iabk-l = 1 aijb, , where aij = iaj-1, b, =jbk-l, k E [q], 
iay = C Uij yj (6.5) 
i(x + x’) = ix + ix’ where rn] ----+ 12’ [O]. VW 
Proofof(6.4). CL/~ = (~~11 + aO)/3 = CS$ - /3 + c&/3 = E.? . /3 + Cro. Thus 
a$0 = (a7 . p + aO)O = cq * po + or00 = cd7 . po + ao, 
and so 
ctj30 = LYy *po + ao, 
which is part of (6.4). Now 
Thus, by (6.2), we obtain (#)y = ~1 * fly and with it (6.4). 
Proof of (6.5). 
ia = (ai1 , ai ,..., Uip), 
bk-l = (h,, ha ,..., b,,), 
Y = (Yl , Yz >..a* YA 
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and (6.5) follows from repeated use of (5.8). 
Proof of (6.6). 
i(x + x’) = i( 1 n , 1,)(x, x’) by definition of +, 
= (i, i)(x, x’) by (4.4), 
= ix + ix’ by (5.8). El 
By a quemiring Q we mean a set equipped with operations +, * which 
is a commutative monoid with respect to +, a monoid with respect to * 
(we often suppress “*“) and which satisfies as well 
restricted left distributivity: If a0 = 0, then 
right distributivity: (a + &I = ocy + pr; 
left multiplicative zero: Ocf = 0; 
semiring-module decomposition: Each 01 admits a unique decomposition 
of the form 01 = CXT[ + CUO, where LX~ * 0 = 0. 
Thus, a quemiring is a semiring (definition recalled in Sect. 8) iff for 
all 01, or0 = 0. (The reader may wish to consult [5] for a discussion of semiring 
modules and references to other papers which deal with that subject.) 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The set of morphisms [l] + [l] of a mutriciul theory 
M forms a quemiring with respect to the addition and composition of M us 
3-l .> respectively. 
The proof makes use of the results of the previous section. 17 
PROPOSITION 6.3. A quemiring may alternatively be described as a set 
equipped with +, ., 0, 1, 7 and satisfying the following identities. 
(a + P) -t Y = a + (B + 4, a+B=B+% a+o=a, (6.7) 
c&Y = 434, ol~1=ol=1~cu, (6.8) 
4KB + Y) = 4l . B + 4T * YY W-4 
(a + B>r = v  + Px (6.10) 
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oa = 0, (6.11) 
a! = a7 + ao, (6.12) 
Lx7 . 0 = 0, (6.13) 
b + m = 4T + ml, (6.14) 
(47 = 4 - m q (6.15) 
PROPOSITION 6.4. If Q is a quemiring then 
m = fit (6.16) 
oI(T[=010010=0, (6.17) 
QT = {a’T[ 1 a in Q} is a semiriq. q (6.18) 
We call QT the semiring part of Q. Observe that QO = (010 1 01 EQ} is 
closed under +. (The set QO is also closed under multiplication but lacks 
a 1. Indeed, for x, y E QO, we have xy = x.) We call QO the module part of Q. 
7. THE CATEGORY A%' OF MATRICIAL THEORIES AND 22 OF QUEMIRINCS 
The category .A is the full subcategory of Y0 determined by the objects 
of .J?$ which are matricial theories. Explicitly a morphism f: M -+ M’ in J&Y 
is a morphism between algebraic theories which preserves [l] -O [0], i.e., 
given morphisms [n] -V [p] --@ [q] in M we have [n] -or [p] --@ [q] in M’ and 
(a!/3)f = arf * /3f, (7.1) 
if = i for distinguished morphisms [l] J [n], i E [n], (7.2) 
Of = 0. (7.3) 
If cx is in MT, then 010 = 0 so that (olO)f = af . Of = OLf * 0 = 0 and elf 
is in &l’T; thus 
the morphism f in A takes Mfl into &i’q. (7.4) 
Let [l] -Pi [p] be in M, i E [n]. From the formula arif = (i(q ,01a ,. . ., c+J)f = 
i * (CY~ , 01~ ,..., ol,)f, we infer 
(011 , 012 ,**a, ol,)f = (c$f, L%sf )..., c&f) : [n] -+ [p]. (7.5) 
In the case that n = p and 0~~ = i, we obtain (q , cya ,..., CC,) = 1, so that 
I,f = 1, ; (7.6) 
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in the case that p = 1, LYE = 1, Z~ = 0 fori # i, we obtain i-l = (~yr, az ,..., CX,) 
so that 
i-q = i-1 
(7.7) 
Let [m] +ei [I] be in Ml/, in [n]. From the formula 
eif = ((el , e, ,..., e,)i-l)f = (eI , e2 ,..., e,>f . i-l 
we infer for ei in My 
<el , e2 ,..., e,)f = (e,f, e,f,. . . , e,f) : [m] - [n]. (7.8) 
The formula (7.5) may be extended to 
bl ) cc2 ,...) an)f = (or,f, a,f )...) a,f), (7.9) 
where [Ye] --+i [p]. 
Similarly, (7.8) may be extended to 
(el, e2 ,..., e,>f = (e,f, e$ ,..., ef), (7.10) 
where [m] -+* [ri] is in MT. 
We obtain for [n] -tag [p] in Ma, i E [2], 
(a, + 4f = ((1, 9 LX% , 4)f 
= (1, v L>f - (a, 9 %)f 
= (1,1 1,) . (4 4) by (7.9, (7.1% (7.6), 
= u,f + u,f. 
Thus 
(a, + u,)f = u,f + u,f. (7.11) 
From this list of properties and (6.3) we obtain 
PROPOSITION 7.1. If  fi , fi : M --+ M’ are morphisms in A? which agree 
on morphisms [l] + [I] in MT and morphisms [l] --f [0] in M then fi = fi . 0 
The category 2 of quemirings has as its objects quemirings Q. A morphism 
g: Q -+ Q’ in 9 is a function which preserves +, *, 0, 1. One readily shows 
that the morphism g preserves 7 as well. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. if g, , g, :Q+Q’ are morphisms in 1 which agree on 
QT and QO, then g, = g, . 0 
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8. THE CATEGORY 9 OF SEMIRING-MODULE PAIRS 
A semiring A (cf. [5] is a commutative monoid with respect to addition 
with neutral element 0, a monoid with respect to multiplication with neutral 
element 1, with multiplication distributing over addition and such that 
a0 = 0 = Oa foreach aEA. (8.1) 
From Section 5 it follows that the set A of morphisms [l] -+ [l] in a 
matrix theory forms a semiring with addition defined by (5.1) and with 
multiplication defined as composition. 
A (left) A-module X is a commutative monoid with respect to addition 
(with neutral element 0) which is, in addition, equipped with a (left) action 
of A on X, i.e., a function A x X--f X, (a, x) H ax, satisfying 
(ab)x = a(bx), 
lx = x, 
(a + b)x = ax + bx, 
++y> =ax+q, 
ox = 0, 
a0 = 0. 
It is immediate from Section 5 that if M is a matricial theory and if A = 
(My),,, is the set of morphisms [l] -+ [I] in Ma, if X = M,,, is the set of 
morphisms [l] -+ [0] in M, if addition in A and in X is defined by (5.1) 
and if multiplication in A and the action of A on X are both defined by 
composition in M then A is a semiring and X is an A-module. In the case 
that M is a matrix theory, X is trivial i.e., consists, of 0 alone. 
We take as the objects of B pairs (A, X), where A is a semiring and X 
is an A-module. By a morphism (A, X) +h (A’, X’) we mean a pair of 
functions A + A’, X + X’ which preserve the additions, the zeros, the 1, 
the multiplication in the semiring and the action of the semiring on the 
module. 
We define a functor P: 4 ---f 8: 
MP = ((WD,,, y MI,,); 
if M -9 M’ in JY, then 
MP fP M’P is the restriction off to morphisms 
[I] --f [I] in My and to morphisms [I] -+ [0] in M. 
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By (7.1) (7.3), (7.6) (7.11), we have fP is a morphism in S. It is now 
immediate that P is a functor. By Proposition (7.1) P is faithful, i.e., preserves 
distinctness. 
Similarly one defines a functor P, : 2 - B as follows. 
and if Q-+-“Q ’ is a morphism in 9, gPz is the pair of restrictions of g, 
respectively, to Qfl and to QO. 
The functor P is also full, i.e., given a morphism MP-th M’P in 8, 
there exists a morphism M +f M’ in ~2’ such that f  P = h. Tndeed if [n] -+” [p] 
in Mand z=a+xO, we define olf=af+xf.O where i-af*j-l = 
(iaj-r)h and i. xf = (ix)h. 
The verification that f  is indeed a morphism in A%’ is straightforward and 
is left to the interested reader. 
We summarize in 
PROPOSITION 8.1. The functor P: J.&’ - 9 is full and faithful. 0 
Similarly, 
PROPOSITION 8.2. The functor P, : Z? + B is full and faithful. 0 
The category .JV+ of matrix theory extensions is the full subcategory of F0 
determined by those objects M of F0 such that My is a matrix theory. 
Explicitly, a morphism f: M-+ M’ in JY+ is required to satisfy (7.1)-(7.3). 
PROPOSITION 8.3. The morphism f: M-+ M’ in A+ takes Mv into M’fl 
and satisfies (7.5)-(7.11). 0 
The analog of Proposition 7.1, however, does not hold in AC+. 
The functor P: A + 9 may now be extended to a functor P+: A’+ + 9 
by extending the range of M (in the definition of P) to A%‘+. 
9. AUGMENTED MATRICES 
It is natural to ask whether every semiring-module pair P = (A, X) 
is of the form MP for suitable matricial theory M. The answer is: Up to 
isomorphism, yes. Given the object P of B we construct a matricial theory 
PM whose morphisms are “augmented matrices.” It will be obvious that 
P w PMP, i.e., that P and PMP are isomorphic. 
By an n x p augmented matrix over P = (A, X) we mean a pair (a; x) 
consisting of an n x p matrix a with entries in A together with an n-tuple x 
&I/42/2-8 
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of elements in X. Let (b; y) be a p x q augmented matrix. Multiplication 
is defined by 
(i) (a; W;Y) = (d; ay + 4, 
(ii) (~b)~, = Zjaijbj, , (9.1) 
(iii) (~y)~ = &ajj yj . 
Note that the family of augmented matrices (a; x) with x = 0 (the n-tuple 
of O’s) is closed under multiplication and the multiplication is associative. 
Indeed the augmented matrices form a pointed algebraic theory PM, where 
the “point” [l] ’ - [0] is the 1 x 0 augmented matrix (0; 0); the 
distinguished morphism [l] 2 [n], i E [n], is the pair (a; 0), 
where a is the row matrix with 1 in its ith position and 0 elsewhere. 
Note, too, that (a; x)(0; 0) = (0; 0) i f f  x = 0; further, the augmented 
matrices of the form (a; 0) form a matrix theory which is a subtheory of PM. 
Addition of n x p augmented matrices is defined by 
where 
(a; x) + (a’; x’) = (a + a’; x + L-c’), (9.2) 
(a + a’)ij = aij + Uij ) (Lx + XJ = xi + Xi’ . 
Observe that, where 01 = (a; x), CY’ = (a’; x’), 
&!+a’= Cl,, La% 4, 
so that the “internally defined” addition agrees with (9.2). 
Finally, observe that 
(9.3) 
for each 01, there is a unique ~~ in Ma such that (Y = afi+ or0; 
in fact, ay = (a; 0) and 010 = (0; x). (9.4) 
Thus, PM is a matricial theory. 
Let PMP = (A’, X’) = P’. I f  we identify the 1 x 1 matrices over A 
with elements of A in the obvious way and similarly identify, one-dimensional 
vectors over X with elements of X then we can describe A’ as the semiring 
whose elements are the 1 x 1 augmented matrices (a; 0), a E A, and X 
as the module whose elements are 1 x 0 augmented matrices (0; x) with 
the addition and mutiplications being that of PM. Clearly we have 
PROPOSITION 9.1. The mapping 
a * (a; O), xw(O; x) 
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is an isomorphism 
P8‘PMP=P inY. 0 
Similarly, 
PROPOSITION 9.2. The mapping 
a k-+ (a; O), x N (0; x) 
is an isomorphism 
P z PQP, in 9. q 
According to the terminology of Mitchell [l], a functor is representative 
i f f  for every object in the target category there is an isomorphic object in 
that category which is in the image of the functor. Thus P and P, are re- 
presentative functors. 
Remark 9.3. It is often convenient to identify P with PMP via the 
isomorphism 0. We then write a + x for the augmented matrix (a; x) in 
PM and a = a + 0, x = 0 + x. Thus this identification gives rise to the 
“formal sums” of the introduction. 
Define M+: 9 +M .A’ --+incl* A+. We have 
PROPOSITION 9.4. Let P +h M’P+ be a morphism in B, where M’ is in 
A+. There is a unique morphism PM+ +h’ M’ in A+ such that h: P--to 
PM+P+ -h’P+ M’P+, i.e., such that the diagram below commutes 
P 2 PM+P+ 
A! Il’Pi- h 
M’P+. 
Proof indication. Making use of the identification of Remark 9.3, 0 
becomes the identity and the requirement that the diagram above commute 
becomes the requirement that PM+ +h’ M’ extend P-th M’Pf C M’. 
Writing P = (A, X), we have every morphism [n] --ta [p] in PM+ is uniquely 
expressible as a + x0 with a and n x p-matrix with entries in A and x is 
an n-vector with entries in X. We then define ah’ by the conditions 
and 
i . ah’ *j-l = (iaj-l)h, i . xh’ = (ix)h, 
(a + xO)h’ = ah’ + xh’ * 0. 
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Clearly this definition of h’ is forced by the requirement that h’ be a morphism 
in A+. 
To show that h’ is indeed a morphism in A+ first observe that if 
[p] -G’+~’ [q] in PM+, we have, writing G for CA’. 
and 
aa’ = a a’, ax’ = a x’, 
(a + Wa’ + x’o) 
= aa’ + (x + ax’)0 by right and restricted left distributivity 
= aa’ + (X + ax’)0 by definition, 
-- 
= a a’ + (i + a x’)O by above, 
-- - 
= (i + xO)(a’ + ~‘0) by right and restricted left distributivity, 
-- 
= a + x0 . a’ + x’0 by definition. 0 
10. THE EQUIVALENCES 
By definition [l, p. 521, a functor F: d + 93 is an equivalence iff it is 
faithful, full, and representative. The categories & and S? are called 
equivalent iff there exists an equivalence F: JZ? -+ ~3’. The relation of equi- 
valence between categories is easily seen to be reflexive and transitive. It is, 
however (cf. [l, p. 61]), also symmetric. Thus, we have from Propositions 8.1, 
8.2, 9.1, 9.2: 
THEOREM 10.1. The categories A, 9, and B are equivalent. 0 
In the cases in question it is easy to see that the functions M and Q may 
be extended to functors B -G JH and B +Q Z?, which are equivlaneces. 
(For a discussion of the significance of equivalence between categories, 
cf. [l, p. 621.) 
It has already been noted that the functor P: A? -+ 9 when restricted 
to matrix theories yields (essentially) a semiring. It is easy to see that the 
restricted functor is an equivalence. Thus, 
COROLLARY 10.2r The categories of matrix theories and semirings are 
equivalent. q 
1 There is a brief allusion to this fact in [7, p. 551. 
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There is another equivalent category which we briefly identify, viz, the 
category of matrix theory-algebra pairs. Its objects are pairs (A, X), where A 
is a matrix theory and X is an A-algebra (cf. [4]). A morphism (A, X)-P 
(A’, X’) is a pair consisting of a theory-morphism A + A’ and a function 
X-t x’, which preserves the action of A on X. 
Remark 10.3. Given a semiring-module pair (A, X). We construct a 
matrix theory-algebra pair ([A], X) by taking as morphisms [n] -+ [p] in 
the matrix theory [A], n x p matrices whose entries are in A, and taking X 
as the algebra. The action ax of a morphism [n] --ta [p] in [A] on x = 
(Xl > x2 ,**., x,) is given by ax = xi aijxj . 
Remark 10.4. If (A, X) is a matrix theory-algebra pair, we construct a 
matricial theory by taking as a morphism [n] -+ [p] an ordered pair (a; x), 
where [n] +a [p] is in A and x: [n] ---f X is a function. Composition in the 
matricial theory is given by (9.1)(i), where ay + x = (1,) l,)(ay, x) and 
(ay, x) is the function [2n] -+ X whose 1st n values agree with the values 
of ay and whose next n values agree with the values of x. In particular, this 
addition gives X the structure of a commutative monoid whose neutral 
element is given by [l] -to [0] -+ X. 
Remark 10.5. Let [n] +oL [p] be a morphism in a matricial theory M 
and let Q be its quemiring, i.e., the set of morphisms [l] + [l] in M under 
the +, . of M. If p > 0, CL may be faithfully represented by the 12 x p 
matrix {Q} of quemiring elements where olij = zkj-l = i(~y)j-l + zk0. 
In the case p = 0, 01 is represented by the n-vector {xi}, where xi = i0l0. 
One may verify that iapk-l = Cj zbj-ljk-l, j E [p], p > 0, iff addition in the 
module part of M is idempotent. This fact together with the exceptional role 
of p = 0 severely limits the usefulness of this representations. 0 
11. THE MATFUCIAL THEORY FUSION 2 
This example shows that the algebraic theory of sequacious functions 
over a set 2 (which arose in our study of computation in [2]) is a subtheory 
of the matricial theory Fusion 2. 
Let Z+ be the set of all positive length finite sequences zlz2 a.. zI, I > 0, 
zi E Z. For U, V C Z+, we define 
u+v=uuv, (11.1) 
U*V={uzv~uzEU,xvEv,.zZz,UEZ*,vEz*}; (11.2) 
here Z* is the set of all finite sequences of elements of 2. (Thus, if u E Z*, 
u $ Z+ then u is the null sequence.) 
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It is straightforward to verify that the set Z+  ^ of all subsets of Z+ forms 
a semiring A with respect to the +, * defined in (11. I) and (11.2). The neutral 
element 0 of A with respect to + is the empty subset of Z+ and the neutral 
element 1 with respect to . is the subset 2 of .Z+, i.e., the set of finite sequences 
of length 1. 
Let Za be the set all infinite sequences xrza ... zi ..., zi E 2. For UC Z+ 
and V C Zm, we define 
u . v  = {uzv j uz E u, zv E v, z E z, u E z*, v  E P}; (11.2’) 
addition in Z@ is defined by union (as in Z+^). 
Then X = Zmh becomes an A-module. Let P = (A, X). We call the 
semiring A, the semiring Fusion Z; the semiring-module pair P, the semiring- 
module pair Fusion Z and PM the matricial theory Fusion Z. 
A morphism [n] -G [p] in PM is a pair (a; x), where a is an n x p matrix 
with aij E A and x = (xi , xs ,..., x,), xi E X. 
We call a subset V C Z+ u Zm univalent i f f  
xv E V, xv’ E U, x E Z, v  E Z* U Zm, v’ E Z* U Zm implies v  = v’. (11.3) 
The subset V is total i f f  
for each x E Z there exists v  E Z* u Z” such that xv E V. (11.4) 
These concepts are extended to morphisms in the matricial theory under 
consideration as follows. The morphism [n] +“: [p] is univalent i f f  for each i 
4, + ai + ... + ai, + xi is univalent and aij n aij’ = o forj #j’. (11.5) 
The morphism 01 is total i f f  for each i 
ail+a12+~~~+ai,+xi is total. (11.6) 
PROPOSITION 11.1. The family of univalent (resp. total) augmented matrices 
in PM, where P = (Z+“, ZmA), forms a subtheory of the algebraic theory 
PM. 0 
Call the augmented matrices in PM which are both univalent and total 
functional. Then 
COROLLARY 11.2. The family of functional augmented matrices in PM, 
where P = (Z+“, Z@) firms a subtheory of the algebraic theory PM. 
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We now correlate with a functional n x p augmented matrix 01 in the 
matricial theory Fusion 2 a function &: Zf . [n] u Zm + Zf . [p] u Z”, 
where Z+ * [n] is the set of finite sequences of the form ui, u E Z+, and i E [n]. 
DEFINITION OF G. For x E 2, i E [n] 
(xi)ol = vj if v  = xv’, V’EZ” and v E aii , j E [PI, 
=v if VEZ%, v  =.zv’, v’EZ~ and vexi; (11.7) 
we extend ol to all of Zf . [n] by the following requirements. 
(uxi)& = u . viol where u E Z* and “.” denotes concatenation; (11.8) 
if ZJ E Zm, then v% = v. 0 (11.9) 
A function Zf . [n] u Zra -+f Z+ . [p] u Za is called a sequacious function 
over Z i f f  it satisfies 
(xi)f = xdj for some v’ E Z*, j E [p], or 
= .xvr for some v’ E Zm, (11.10) 
(uzi)f = u * zif where u E Z*; (11.11) 
if v  E Zm then v f  = v. 0 (11.12) 
One readily sees that for each n, p the mapping a! E+ G is a bijection between 
functional n x p augmented matrices in Fusion Z and sequacious functions 
over Z. Further, it may be verified that rp = 6$, the multiplication on the 
right being ordinary composition of functions. We summarize in 
PROPOSITION 11.3. The algebraic subtheory of the matricial theory Fusion Z 
consisting of the functional augmented matrices is isomorphic to the algebraic 
theory of sequacious functions over Z, the isomorphism being given by the map 
(Y + Or described above. [7 
12. FREE SEMIRING-MODULE PAIRS AND THEIR MATRICIAL THEORIES 
In order to facilitate the description of the embedding of the next section, 
we show how free matricial theories may be constructed. We first concern 
ourselves with free semiring-module pairs and the corresponding matricial 
theories. 
PROPOSITION 12.1. Let A be the semiring freely generated by .Q, , and let 
X be the A-module freely generated by Q, ; let Q9 = (A, X) and let M = 
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!ZW. Then M has the following property where M’ is in A+: Any map from 
Sz, into (M”I[),,, and Q, into M;,, has a unique extension to a morphism M -+ M’ 
in A+. Here we assume !Sl C A, 52, C X and the identijcation of Remark 9.3 
made so that A = Ml,, and X = Ml,, . 
(By a morphism between A-modules we mean a morphism in 9 which keeps 
A pointwise fixed.) We call QY the semiring-module pair freely generated by Q. 
The proposition follows from the following two observations and 
Proposition 9.4. 
OBSERVATION 12.2. If  A -@I A’ is a semiring-morphism and X’ is an 
A/-module then h, induces an A-module structure on x’ via the definition 
a * x’ = ah, . x’. 0 (12.1) 
OBSERVATION 12.3. Let h = (h, , h,) : (A, X) -+ (A’, X’) be a morphism 
in 8, then h admits a factorization through the h,-induced A-module X 
h:(A,X)s(A,X’)=(A’,X’). 0 
(In the above 1, is the identity on A; lx, is the identity on X’.) 
In order to avoid unrewarding complication, we now assume 52, and Q,, 
disjoint. The semiring A freely generated by Qn, may be concretely described 
as consisting of all finite formal sums of words on Qi ; more precisely an 
element of A is a finitely supported family {a,}, u E &*, where a, EN is 
a nonnegative integer. Recall that the support (SUP) of a famiZy {au} is the 
set {ZJ 1 a, # O}. The number a, is the “multiplicity” with which u “occurs 
in” the family {a,}. We call {a,} repetition-free i f f  for each u, a, = 1 or 
a, = 0. (Thus the finitely supported family {a,} is repetition-free i f f  it is 
a finite sum of distinct words u E sZ,*.) Addition and multiplication in A are 
given by 
{a,> + {b,) = ia, + b& (12.2) 
if 
c, = C a, . b, . 
w=u* 
(12.3) 
The A-module X freely generated by Q,, may be concretely described 
as consisting of all finitely supported families ix,}, er E Q,*QO, x, EN. 
Addition is given by (12.2) with “v” in place of “u” while the action of A 
on X is given by (12.3) with “x” in place of “b,” “y” in place of “8 and 
v, w E 52,*8,. Again, {xv} is repetition-free i f f  for each v, x, = 1 or x, = 0. 
We are also interested in the case that addition in the semiring is idempotent. 
This implies addition in the module is idempotent because x + x = 
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(1 + 1)x = lx = x. Addition in the module may, however, be idempotent 
without the semiring addition being idempotent. For example, take A = N 
and X = (0, l} with 1 + 1 = 1. We digrees briefly to state the easily 
proved (cf. Remark 10.5) 
PROPOSITION 12.4. The unrestricted left distributive law holds in (A, X)M 
i f f  addition in X is idempotent. c] 
The additively idempotent semiring B freely generated by 52, may be 
concretely described as consisting of all finite subsets of sZ,* with addition 
as union and multiplication of the sets a, b as the set c consisting of all 
products of an element in a by an element in b. Similarly the B-module Y 
freely generated by 52, may be concretely described as consisting of all 
finite subsets x of 52,*52, with addition as union and a . x meaning the set 
of all products of an element in a by an element in x. 
PROPOSITION 12.5. The pair of support functions (A, X) -+ (B, Y) is a 
morphism in 9, each member of the pair is surjective, and when restricted to 
repetition-free elements, is injective. q 
The analog of Proposition 12.1 holds for additively idempotent matricial 
theories, viz., letting ~Zr+i=i be the full subcategory of &‘+ determined by 
the additively idempotent objects of &‘+, the following holds. 
PROPOSITION 12.6. Let B be the additively idempotent semiring freely 
generated by QI and let Y be the B-module freely generated by Q, ; let Q9’,,,=, = 
(B, Y). Then Q9’,+,=,M has the following property where M’ is any object 
of JZ~+~=~ : any map from Q, into (M’l),,, and Q,, into M;,, has a unique 
extension to a morphism Q9,+,=,M + M’ in .,&:+1=1 . q 
If y E L?i , then 1 + y E A C sZ9M is repetition-free but its square is not; 
thus, if s2, # 0, the set of repetition-free elements is not closed under 
multiplication. If, however, we restrict attention to repetition-free elements 
which are “univalent” in the sense defined below, we do obtain closure under 
multiplication. 
First we extend the notion “repetition-free” to morphisms [n] -++* [p] in 
L?9’M in the straightforward way, viz, by the requirement that aij = iaj-l 
be repetition-free for each i, j and xi = ix be repetition-free for each i. Then 
PROPOSITION 12.7. For each n, p, SUP maps the set of repetition-free 
7” h] -+ [p] in !2PM bzjectively onto the set of morphisms [n] + [p] 
1+1-1 . 0 
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We say the morphism [n] -G++ [p] in GYM is rowwise-repetition-free 
i f f  for each ie [n], ai, + ai + ... + ai2, + xi is repetition-free; i.e., both 
%+%+~**+ai, and xi are repetition-free. If  a + x is rowwise- 
repetition-free, it is repetition-free. In the case p = 1 or p = 0, the converse 
holds as well. 
PROPOSITION 12.8. For each n, p, SUP maps the rowwise-repetition-free 
morphisms [n] + [p] in GYM bijectively onto the rowwise-disjointive morphirms 
[n] ---f [p] in L@‘,+,,,M, i.e., the morph&s a + x satisfying 
aij V aij, = @ for j #P. 0 (12.4) 
We say a rowwise-repetition-free morphism [I] --G+~ [p] in GYM is 
univalent i f f  letting s = a, + a2 + *.. + a9 , where (a1 , a2 ,..., a,) = a, 
s, = 1, s, = 1, VW = v  * w = 1 where u, v, w E Q,*, 
s*=1,x,=1~uw#v for all w E Qr*Qs , v  E J2,*.Q0 , u E Q*. 
In the case p = 0, a + x = x is univalent. The repetition-free morphism 
[n] --Q [p] in Q.9M is univalent i f f  ior is univalent for each i E [n]. 
THEOREM 12.9. The rowwise-repetition-free univalent morphisms in &YM 
form a pointed subtheory of SZPM. q 
We call a rowwise-disjointive morphism [n] -4 [p] in QY1+l=l M univalent 
i f f  the repetition-free morphism [n] +a [p] such that 01 -+sup 01’ is univalent. 
THEOREM 12.10. The rowwise-disjointive univalent morphisms in QLY,+,=,M 
form a pointed subtheory of Q9’l+l=1M. This pointed subtheory is isomorphic 
to the pointed subtheory of L?PM, consisting of rowwise-repetition-free univalent 
morphisms, via SUP. c] 
We ambiguously call the pointed subtheory of Theorems 12.9 and 12.10 
univ(Q) and write: univ(Q) +incl. LHM and univ(Q) --Gci. L%‘r+,=,M. 
In order to make contact with the main notion of [2], we make the following 
observations. 
The set A, = N%* of all families {a,}, u E Qr*, a, EN forms a semiring 
with respect to the operation +, . given by (12.2) and (12.3) and the semiring 
A of finitely supported families is a subsemiring of A, . Similarly, we form 
the A,-module X, = AR*% consisting of all families Ix,}, v  E sZ,*Q, , 
x, E N and XC X1 . The pair of inclusions is a morphism (A, X) +incr. 
(A, , X,) in 9’ and (A, X)M -&cl. (A, , X,)M is a morphism in J&?. 
Analogously the set B, = Qc  ^ of all subsets of Q,* forms a semiring, 
with + as union and . as complex concatenation, which extends B. Similarly 
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we form the &-module Y1 = (sZ,*sZ,)^, (B, Y) -&icl. (B, , YJ is a morphism 
in 9 and (B, Y)M -@cl. (B, , Yr)M is a morphism in +k’. The concepts 
defined above for the finitely-supported case are useful without that constraint. 
In particular, we have 
THEOREM 12.11. The rowwise-repetition-free univalent morphisms in 
(A, , X,)M form a pointed subtheory of (A, , X,)M. 0 
THEOREM 12.12. The rowwise-disjointive univalent morphisms in (B, , Y,)M 
form a pointed subtheory of (B, , Y,)M. This pointed subtheory is isomorphic 
in TO to the pointed subtheory of (A, , XJM consisting of rowwise-repetition-free 
univalent morphisms, via SUP. 0 
We ambiguously call either of these pointed subtheories UNIV(O) and 
write: UNIV(SZ) --&cl. (A, , XJM and UNIV(Q) -9ncl. (B, , Y,)M. We 
have univ(Q) +incl. UNIV(Q). 
We call a = {a,} E A, (resp. a E B,) positive iff, where 1 is the identity of 
Q,*, a, = 0 (resp. 1 $ a). A morphism [s] +a+x [s + p] in (A, , X,)M 
(resp. in (B, , Y,)M) is semipositive i f f  aii is positive for each i E [s], j E [s]; 
it is positive i f f  aij is positive for each i E [s], j E [s + p]. 
PROPOSITION 12.13. If  a + x: [s] -+ [s + p] is semipositive, the equation 
5 = (a + .-4(L 1,) (12.5) 
has a unique solution in (A, , X,)M, (resp. in (B, , Y,)M). 0 
One readily sees that the subtheory of (A, , XJM, (resp. of (B, , Y,)M), 
generated by positive morphisms in (A, , X,)M, (resp. in (B, , Y,)M), is 
ideal (in the sense of [2], i.e., if [l] --+ [n] is not i for any i E [n], then 
neither is ef, where [n] -+f [p]. 
PROPOSITION 12.14. The ideal theories described above are closed under 
conditional iteration, i.e., Eq. (12.5) h as a unique solution whenever a + x is 
positive (i.e., ideal in the sense of [2]. Moreover, UNIV(sZ) is a subtheory of 
these ideal theories and UNIV(Q) is closed under conditional iteration. q 
We require the following notion for Section 14. By the length of a morphism 
bl -GfX [PI in Q9r+,=, we mean the maximum of the lengths of words 
in the union 
all + al2 + ... + a,, + x1 + a21 + a22 + ... + a2= 
+x,+...+a,,+a,,+...+a,,+x,. (12.6) 
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That maximum exists since the set is finite. In particular, if the set (12.6) 
is empty then the length of a + x is understood to be 0. The length of the 
distinguished morphism [l] 4 [n] is then 0 as is the length of the identity 
1, : [n] -+ [n]. The length of the elements of Q, as morphisms [I] + [n] 
and the elements of Sz, as morphisms [l] + [0] is then 1. 
(By the length of a morphism in Q9’, we mean the length of its support.) 
13. FREE MATRICIAL THEORIES 
Given a sequence r = (r,, , r, , ra ,...) 0 sets we construct a matricial f  
theory ~JY with the following properties. 
y  E r, is a morphism [l] 5 [n] in rA; (13.1) 
if nl; is an object of A+ and f = us, fi , fi , . . .) is a sequence of functions 
r,, A Misn , then there is a unique extension f’ off (i.e., f, C f,,' for 
each n E N) such that r&’ ‘- M' is in A?+. We call TA! the matrical 
theory freely generated by r. (13.2) 
If  (13.1) and (13.2) hold with “M" in place of “r&?“, where M is an 
object of A%?+, it is easy to see that there is a unique isomorphism between M 
and rA’ which is the identity on r. 
In order to motivate the construction, assume first that r&’ exists. We 
shall describe the corresponding semiring-module pair, i.e., r&P. For 
[l] --+y [n] in r&X, we have 
We define 
Y = r7l+ ?42,?l (13.3) 
y7 = (rTl-l, y72-l,..., ryn-I). (13.4) 
f2, = rly u rzyl-l u rzy2-lu rzTl-l u raq2-l u ray3-1 u -.., (13.5) 
s2, = r, u rIoI,, u qo,,, u -.. (13.6) 
It is not difficult to see that r’P is the semiring-module pair freely generated 
by Q. 
Now starting only with the sequence r of sets we wish to construct lX 
by first constructing the semiring-module pair freely generated by an 
appropriately chosen Sz. 
Let L , i E [n], n E N, be a bijection between r, and another set which 
we identify only as r,,li,n and let z, be a bijection between r, and, again, 
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another set which we identify only as I’,,z, , choosing these image sets in 
such a way that they are disjoint from each other. We then define, corre- 
sponding to (13.5) and (13.6) 
sz, = ml.1 u m,2 u m,, u ah v rax3 u r3k3 u .-) (13.7) 
i20=ro~rlx,~r,z,~~-. (13.8) 
Our claim then is that GYM is the matricial theory freely generated by 
r, or more precisely: 
For each n, there is an injective map 
r, 8, W-Q,, > Y 8, (a; 4, 
where 
a = (rlL , rlL ,..., Y%.~> and x = yzn ; 
further, given any sequence f = (f. , fi , fi ,...) of maps I’, --+fn M;,, , where 
M’ is an object of A+, there is a unique morphism &?%I -+f’ M’ in A!+ such 
that 
j-9-+ * GYM L> M’. 
Identifying y  E r, with its image under 6% and employing Remark 9.3, 
the injections r, --+ (GYM),,, become inclusions, y  = a + x, y7 = a, 
yqi-’ = ai-’ = yTiSn and x = fl = yz,, . The claim is justified by the 
observation that the sequence of maps f determine a pair of maps Q, + 
P~‘~T)I.I > % - M;,, whose extension to a morphism Q.PM -+ M’ in A!+, 
extends f. 
We summarize in 
PROPOSITION 13.1. Given any sequence of sets r, there is a matricial theory 
TA’ which satisJies (13.1) and (13.2). Indeed r.A! may be described as QPM, 
where Q isgiven by (13.5) and (13.6)~ rovided we identify y E r, with ((YT[~,~ , 
YL Y--*3 .a., rlTn.n>; Y&L)* 0 
COROLLARY 13.2. In the free matricial theory r&k’, if y E r, , y’ E r, 
and if yTi-l = y’y j-l, where i E [n], j E [p], then n = p, i = j and y = y’. 0 
14. EMBEDDING FREE ALGEBRAIC THEORIES IN MATRICIAL THEORIES 
Let r = {r,), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., be a family of pairwise disjoint sets. The 
theory lY freely generated (cf. 3,4]) by r is characterized by the following 
properties. If  y  E r, , then [l] -+Y [n] is in IY; also there is a unique function 
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I, which we call2 length, which takes [n] -J [p] into the nonnegative integer fl 
satisfying 
il = 0 for each distinguished morphism [I] f  [n]; (14.1) 
(If, 2f ,..., nf)l = max{(lf)Z, (2f)l,..., (nf)Z}; in particular 
if n = 0, we understand fl = 0; (14.2) 
if y~r,then (yf)Z = 1 +f& (14.3) 
if [l] 2, [p] andfl > 0, then there is a unique n > 0 and a unique 
factorization f: [l] -?-- [n] f’ [p], where y  E r, and f' in KY. (14.4) 
Let i be the unique morphism lY -+i Q9i’M in Y, where Q is given 
by (13.5) and (13.6) which takes y  E r, into ((y$n , yTzsn ,..., Y~T~,~); yz,J. 
PROPOSITION 14.1. The morphism i in Y preserves length. 
Proof. Straightforward induction on the length of a morphism in r’. q 
COROLLARY 14.2. The morphism (0; 0): [n] -+ [p] is not in the image of i. 
Proof. The length of (0; 0) is 0. The only morphism in Y of length 0 
are base morphisms (i.e., those whose components are distinguished) and 
they are preserved by i. 0 
THEOREM 14.3. The morphism i in Fpreserves distinctness (i.e., is faithful). 
Proof. For morphism & : [l] + [p], K E [2] of length 0, it is trivial that 
$, # $a =z- dIi # q&i since these are base morphisms. Assume therefore that 
the length of +lc , for each K, is at most 1 + 1, I 3 0 and assume inductively 
for morphisms of length at most Z, i preserves distinctness. 
We have+, : [I] -+Q [Q] ++k [p] with the length of z/k at most 1. If  $r # +s , 
then either yr # ya or both yr = ya and & # z,& . 
Case y1 # yz . By Corollary 14.2, & # (0; 0). Since the beginning 
letter of each word which occurs in &i is different from the beginning letter 
of each word which occurs in &i, we conclude dIi # &i. 
Case y1 = y2 and & # lc12 . Then n, = n2 # 0. There exists i E [nl] = [n2] 
at length at most 1 such that i& # kj2 . W e assume inductively that i&i # i#,i. 
Let +&i = (ak ; xk). Then either ia,j-1 # ia,j-’ for some j or ix, # ix,. 
2 In concrete realizations of free algebraic theories, this function is sometimes called 
depth. 
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In the former case the first members of the pairs C1i, #si differ in their jth 
position and in the latter case the second members of these pairs differ. 0 
COROLLARY 14.4. The subtheory of I’A generated by I’ is CF. 0 
PROPOSITION 14.5. The morphism i: lY --f SzqM in Jo factors through 
univ(Q), where Q is given by (13.5) and (13.6). 
Proof. One need only observe that yi is univalent, where y  E r, . q 
COROLLARY 14.6. The free algebraic theory RF may be embedded (i.e., 
there is a faithful theory-morphism lY -j UNIV(Q) in F) in the iterative 
theory UNIV(SZ), where Q is given by (13.5) and (13.6). 0 
We remark that the above assertions 14.1, Corollary 14.2, Theorem 14.3, 
Proposition 14.5) hold with “j” in place of “i”, where j: lY -+ JHM is the 
unique morphism in M which takes y  E I’,, into ((~li,~ , yT%,% ,..., yT[,,,); 0). 
Indeed, essentially the same arguments apply. 
15. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND AN EXAMPLE 
As stated in the Introduction our main motivation in introducing “matricial 
theory” was to note that many “interesting” algebraic theories may be 
embedded in matricial theories. This naturally raises the question “May 
every algebraic theory be embedded in a matricial theory.” We give an 
example below which shows the answer to this question is “No.” However, 
we do not know whether every algebraic theory may be embedded in a matrix- 
theory extension. 
We give an example of an algebraic theory T (actually a matrix-theory 
extension) which cannot be embedded in a matricial theory. Let N, be the 
nonnegative integers with an additional element co adjoined. We equip N, 
with operations +, ., which extend the +, . on N, according to the following 
definition. 
x+co=co=co+x for x E N, , 
o~co=o;y~a3=co for 0#y~N,, 
cO'X==oO for XEN,. 
A morphism [n] +a [p] in T, p > 0, is an n x p matrix whose ith row 
consists of nonnegative integers or the ith row has co as each of its entries. 
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In the case p = 0, 01 consists of an n-tuple whose ith entry is either 0 or 00. 
We note immediately that in the case p > 0, aij = iolj-l, i E [n], j E [p]. 
Let [p] -+a [q] be in T. We define ~$3 in the case q > 0 by ordinary matrix 
multiplication: (ff& = xi ffijpjk and in the case q = 0, by (~$3)~ = C ~~~~~~ 
i.e., ordinary multiplication of a matrix and vector. 
Assume first that T is indeed an algebraic theory and that T may be 
embedded in a matricial theory M. Then the module part of M contains 
PI -@= [O]. The semiring part of M contains the two morphisms [l] -+OJ [I]. 
But 
0 + coo, = 1 + coo, ) 
which contradicts the assumption that IM is a matricial theory. 
It may appear that the example T may be simplified by replacing it by T’ 
where T’ is obtained from T by deleting all morphisms [n] -+ [0], n > 0, 
in T. But this example fails. Indeed if N,,. ’ is obtained from N, by adjoining 
anewelementO’andwedefineO’+a=a=a+0’,0’~a=O’=a~0’= 
a * 0’ for a E N,,ol , then N,,o* becomes a semiring and the matrix theory 
consisting of matrices with entries in N,,o, extends T’. 
Returning now to T, one may, of course, verify directly from the definition, 
that T is an algebraic theory. A more perspicuous procedure depends on an 
alternative description of T. To give this description we start with a semiring- 
module pair P = (N, (0, 03}), where cc + 03 = co and a . 00 = 00 for 
a # 0, a EN. The quemiring PQ consists of formal sums a + x, a E N, 
x = 0 or x = co. Define an equivalence N on PQ by the requirement: 
aN/3iff~=/3orbothor=a+coand/J=b+coforsomea,b~N. 
Since N is compatible with the +, . of PQ, it induces a quotient PQ/- 
which is obviously isomorphic to N, . Further - induces on PM a theory- 
congruence by the requirement 
01-p: [n] ---f [p] iff ic$-l - i/$-l in PQ, in casep > 0, iE [n],j~ [p], 
The quotient PM/- is easily seen to be isomorphic to T provided one 
recalls (cf. Remark 10.5) composition of morphisms [n] -G [p] -9 [q], 
p > 0, q > 0, in PM corresponds to matrix multiplication since addition in 
the module part of PM is idempotent. 
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